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Introduction 
In the classical one-dimensional bin-packing problem we are given a list L= 
=(fli, a2, a„) of numbers (items) in the interval (0,1], which must be packed into 
a minimum number of unit-capacity bins (i.e. bins that can contain items totalling 
at most 1). It is well known that this problem is NP-hard [4], and accordingly a 
number of approximation algorithms have been developed for its solution. Johnson 
et al. analysed the best-known heuristics from a worst-case point of view [6]. Their 
analysis of approximation rules concentrated on the derivation of worst-case bounds 
of the form 
A(L) ^x-OPT(L)+p 
where a and ft are constant and A(L) and OPT(L) are the numbers of bins required 
to pack L by algorithm A and an optimization rule, respectively. The multiplicative 
constant is an asymptotic bound on A(L)/OPT(L) and it is the main focus of the 
analysis. The least constant gives the tight bound of the algorithm. 
Two of the best-known heuristics are First Fit (FF) and Next Fit (NF). In FF, 
we place in bin 1, and treat the remaining items in order, placing each in the first 
bin that still has enough room for it (if no opened bin has enough room, then we 
start a new bin). In NF we similarly place ax in bin 1, and if a-t will fit into the last-
opened bin, then we put it in this bin; otherwise, we start a new bin (which will be 
the last-opened bin). FFD (First Fit Decreasing) and NFD (Next Fit Decreasing) 
differ from FF and NF only in that the list is initially sorted so that 
a, s a2 
Johnson proved that the tight asymptotic bound for FF is 17/10, for FFD is 
11/9, and for NF is 2. Baker [1] showed that the sum 
where b1=l and bi+1=bi(bi+1) for i s 1, is a tight asymptotic bound for NFD. 
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Numerous results have been achieved on a second line of research: analysis 
of the expected behaviour of a heuristic algorithm. In this approach, one assumes 
a density function for the items and establishes probabilistic properties of the heuris-
tic, such as their expected performance. In the special case, lists consist of items 
independently and uniformly distributed in the interval (0,1]. Frederickson [3] 
showed that the FFD rule is asymptotically optimal. Recently, Bentley [2] proved 
the unexpected result that FF is also asymptotically optimal. Hofri [5] and Ong [7] 
showed that for NF 
E (NF) = l/6+2n/3 
in this case, where E (NF) denotes the expected number of bins for the NF rule. 
Results 
Let we now assume that the items of L = ( a l , a l , •••,a„) are independently 
and uniformly distributed in the interval (0, ]]. We then have 
Lemma 1. 
n-°° n/2 16 ) 
Proof. Let us sort the elements of L so that 
ah 
Let the number of elements in the interval 
(ttt'T] i = ••• 
be k,. 
Let us define the sliced NFDr (SNFD,) algorithm as follows: we pack the elements 
> i in accordance with the NFD rule; we then complete the last-opened bin so 
that it will have at most (/•—1) elements; and finally, from the remaining items, 
we always pack r together. Clearly, for all L: 
SNFD,(L) s NFD(L) 
and 
lim SNFDr (L) = NFD (L). T-fOo 
Let Kr = k,+kr+1 + .... 
Then, for the packing of L by SNFD,, we need at most 
• ko kw __ 1 Km 
2 r—1 r 
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bins. Hence, for the expected value of bins with the SNFDr (for list L = 
=(a1,a2,...,aB)): 
E(SNFDr(L)) 2 HK, h,..., k,-!, jq• 
(, k2 A, ^ 
where 
P(k1, /c2,..., k r _i , A,) = 
\Kr 
Then 
= n! ( H 1 (_Tp i _ L f " ( i | r 
E(SNFD,(L)) ^ ' ¿ b 2 h,..., kr_l5 Kr) + 
i=1 » k1+k1 + ...+kr_l+Kr=n 
2 P(kt,k2, ...,k,-L,Kr)+r = kl+kl + ...-tK-l + Kr-n 
= n 2 l 1 - ( " ~ 1 ) ! i f i J i(i + l) k1lktl...k,-1\(k,-l)\ki+1\...k^1lKr\ ' 
( y ) (e") -(TO+I)) - ( T ) +nT7ki+kt+...£_1+Kr„, 
k1\...kr-1l(Kr-l)l U J U J ' " l ( r - l ) r j 1/-J + r _ 
n/2 ~Z\6 ) 
Thus fim ~ ^ — w h i c h completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
If we now fix r and pack the list L=(ax,a2, ..., a„) with the NFD rule so that 
we do not count the bins which contain elements of two different intervals of type 
(-r—r > 4-1 or element < —, then / + 1 / J r ' 
E(NFD) ^ 2 P(ki, k2,..., kr-x, Kr) • kt+k, + ...+kr_l+Kr=n 
And hence for a fixed r 
m E ( S N F D ^ 
1* 
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From this, in a similar way as in Lemma 1, we get 
E(NED) ^ n ( i 1 - 1 + - ( r - 1 ) . 
Thus, for a fixed r: 
E ( N F D ) . i" ' - 1 1 \ 2 
llffl — - S 2 2 u _ . 
„-oo \iti I ) r 
2 
The right side is a monotonously increasing function of r and 
ssftl̂ 'KMH-' 
This leads to 
Lemma 2. 
n . 1 6 ) 
Then, from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 : 
Theorem 1. 
lim = 2 ß - l ) » 1,29. 
n-~ n \0 ) 
Let we now assume that the items of L=(a1, a2, ..., a„) are independently 
and uniformly distributed in the interval (0, a] ( 0 < « S 1), and let A be an integer 
such that 
1 1 
< a S A + l ~~ A 
7Í ' 0C 
In this case, E(OFT(L))Ä—— and, in a totally similar way as for a— 1, 
we can get 
Theorem 2. 
m. a \i=A+i I2 A J 
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